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XXe.NEWSLETTER 
XXNo 24.         October 6, 2011 
XXFighting for public green space in West Dulwichixiixxiix  

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Public consultationXX 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  x 

October 18, 2011,  7:00-9:00 pmXX 

Recreation rooms, Gallery Road, iSE21XX

At  this  meeting,  we  complete  the  process  ofXX 
consultation about lake work, which we initiated onXX 
February  28,  2011. After  looking  at  a  range  ofXX 
possibilities  for  improving and de-clogging  the lake,XX 
we have been obliged to focus on a simple, practicalXX 
solution  which  we  can  achieve  within  the  £20,000XX 
made available to us. 

Discussions between the Friends and Southwark haveXX 
looked at using a mechanical digger to excavate leafXX 
detritus and wood from the area beside the bridge.XX 
This material would be allowed to drain off into theXX 
lake, then be moved to a new copse near the railwayXX 
embankment, where it will break down. 

We  have  facilitated  a  consultation  that  has  beenXX 
owned at allXstages by the local  community.  PleaseXX 
assist  us  by  notifying  other  park  users  and  byXX 
participating in this key decision-making meeting.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
XXAbove: The clogging problem has repeated itself over decades. Photograph taken Sept. 29, 2011.XX 
XXBelow:  A duck enjoys the open water. Aug. 7, 2011.
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XXAbove: The Sun shines out of a blue sky scattered with clouds, whilst autumn colours areXalreadyXX 
XXspreading across the black poplars (Populus nigra) on the Lakeside Wildlife Walk. Sept. 23, 2011.

XXThe turning of the year. X 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

XXThe  autumn  equinox  occurred 
XXthis  year  on  September  23.  At 
XXan  equinox,  the  Earth's  axis  is 
XXtilted neither towards nor away 
XXfrom  the  Sun  and  so  day  and 
XXnight  are  of  equal  length. 
XXAlthough  the  Sun  set  at  6:00 
XXpm Greenwich  Mean  Time,  we 
XXare  still  on  British  XSummer 
XXTime,  and  could  enjoy  an 
XXextra hour of sunlight. In the N. 
XXhemisphere,  days  will  become 
XXsteadily shorter until the winter 
XXsolstice in late December.  X x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
XXHere we recall some of the events of 2011 as summer wore on and passed into autumn. X xx x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

XXAbove right: A beam of sunlight catches fallen leaves. Sept. 23, 2011. x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
XXBelow: The Sun peers out from behind the clouds on July 12, 2011. 
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XXAbove: Intense rainfall lashes the surface of the lake at Belair Park on July 17, 2011. 

XXWEATHER  REVIEW:  Despite  the 
XXfact  that  cyclonic  weather 
XXdominated  July,  there  were 
XXshort-lived anticyclonic episodes 
XX(July 1 to 4, July 11 to 15 and 
XXJuly  27  to  30).  The  UK  mean 
XXmaximum  temperature  ranged 
XXfrom  21.8oC  at Swanscombe 
XX(Kent)  to  13.6oC  at  Lerwick 
XX(Shetlands),  whilst  the  mean 
XXminimum  temperature  at 
XXLondon's  Olympic  Park South. 
XXwas  13.7oC  The  highest  UK 
XXtemperature  at  a  standard  site 
XXwas  27.5oC  at  Olympic  Park 
XXSouth,  on  July  5,  2011. 
XXCompared to  the  1971  to 2000 
XXnorm,  the  mean  maximum 
XXtemperature  was  -1.0oC,  the 
XXmean min. -1.3oC, whilst rainfall 
XXwas 109% and sunshine 91%.

XXAugust management work on trees and islands..xxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx                                                                              xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x  

XXAbove right: Afternoon sunlight streams onto a previously shaded island after work on August 8,XX 
XX2011. Below: The large weeping willow (right) was overgrowing and partly shading this island (to itsXX 
XXleft; centre of picture). The offending branches were removed. The island can now be planted up. AXX 
XXsmall alder had been growing on the left hand island, and  this  also was removed.   vegetation. 



xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxX
XXOur policy is remove all unnecessary fencing. Fencing inXfront of the small weeping willow (on theXX 
XXleft in upper photograph) was burnt, broken andXfalling down. Removal was an option, but afterXX 
XXdiscussion with parents of small children, itXwas decided to replace it with neater fencing. This isXX 
XXlow, so that adults can step across if they need to rescue a child from the lake.

                                                            Below right: Rose beds bask in a heat wave on August 3, 2011.

XXWEATHER  REVIEW:  August  saw 
XXmostly  cool  and  unsettled 
XXweather, with low pressure areas 
XXaffecting  the  U.K.,  although the 
XXmonth  opened  with  three  hot 
XXdays.   The  warmest  night  was 
XXAug. 2/3, when the temperature 
XXnever  fell  lower  than  18.5°C  at 
XXOlympic  Park  North.  On  Aug.  3, 
XXSwanscombe, Kent saw the U.K.'s 
XXhighest  August  temp.   maximum 
XX(30.3°C) at a standard site.  The 
XXdeepest  minima  (1.1°C)  were 
XXrecorded  at  Katesbridge,  County 
XXDown (Aug.  19  and  23).  Intense 
XXrainfall  on  certain  days,  caused 
XXlocal  flooding  in  various  regions 
XX(Aug. 3 - N and E  Yorkshire; Aug. 
XX6  -  Northumberland  and  County 
XXDurham;  Aug. 10 and 11 – central 
XXand southern Scotland; Aug. 18 - Dorset, Hampshire and Berkshire). Compared to the 1971-2000 norm, SouthXX 
XXEast England saw a mean maximum and mean minimum temperature that were both -0.3oC lower, whilstXX 
XXrainfall was 121% and sunshine 84%. x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x  x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

XXHeat wave conditions were pleasant for some, but unpleasant for others, particularly the elderlyXX 
XXand those with  respiratory  diseases. The Metro (Oct.  4,  2011) reported an 11% rise  in  deaths,XX 
XXapparently heat related, from Aug. 2 to 3.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x Below: The slope down to the lake, Aug. 5, 2011. 
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XXJupiteririses. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
XXThe largest planet in our Solar System climbs in the eastern sky over the fields of Dulwich in the early hours ofXX 
XXthe morning on August 4, 2011 (bright point right of centre). Jupiter is now rising shortly after sunset, but itXX 
XXmay take some time to get above theXtrees and buildings on readers' local horizons. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXWEATHER REVIEW:  September saw changeable weather conditions, often with SW and W winds.  The meanXX 
XXmax. temp. reached 21.8°C at Swanscombe in Kent), but only 13.3°C at Fair Isle. The mean min. temp.XX 
XXranged from 14.8°C at St Catherine's Point on the Isle of Wight to 8.0°C at Braemar, Aberdeenshire.  LondonXX 
XXsaw the hottest temperature for a standard site in the U.K., namely 28.8oC, which was recorded inXKewXX 
XXGardens on Sept. 29. The month's warmest night, 18.1oC on Sept. 9/10, was recorded at Olympic Park SouthXX 
XX(London). Compared to the 1971-2000 norm, the mean max .temp. was +1.7oC and the mean min. wasX+1.4oC.XX 
XXRainfall  was  only  62%,  whilst  sunshine  was  123%.  Sources  for  weather  reviews:  Philip  Eden,  onlineXX 
XXMeteoGroup weather review; B.B.C. weather review. 

XXThe public heatwave alert system was shut down on Sept 15, but heat wave conditions continued toXX 
XXpose problems in late September. The  Metro (Oct. 4, 2011) reported that the London AmbulanceXX 
XXService had experienced a 16 to 20% increase in calls from people suffering breathing problems fromXX 
XXSept. 29 to Oct. 2, 2011, with Oct. 1, which reached almost 30oC, being the hottest October day onXX 
XXrecord. On Sept. 30, temperatures of 29.2oC were recorded at Cambridge and 28.0oC at Heathrow. 

XXBelow: Autumn colours are creeping into the hedgerows around Belair Park.  PhotographXtaken onXX 
XXSeptember 29, 2011, along the northwest margin of the Park.                                    Images: M. J. Heath.

The Committee, Friends of Belair Park. friendsbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.uk   Tel: 020 8670 8924 


